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CAROLE BAYER SAGER  
NEW WORKS 
September 18th - November 8th, 2014 !
Opening Reception: Thursday, September 18th, 
6:00-8:00pm !!
Santa Monica, CA - William Turner Gallery is pleased to 
announce New Works: Paintings by Carole Bayer 
Sager, the gallery’s second exhibition for the artist. The 
show continues to investigate subjects Bayer Sager 
introduced in 2012, at her sold-out debut exhibition. !

This exhibition, which opens September 18, explores notions of obsession and 
perception, utilizing foods that are embedded in our pop cultural DNA. By drastically 
changing their size and scale, the artist invites viewers to take an abstract look - up close 
or at a distance - bringing their own associations to grilled cheese 
sandwiches, chocolate candies, and confectionary explosions. The richly detailed 
compositions are sensual provocations, enticing desire and temptation, through the 
wonderfully seductive qualities of paint. !
“Carole Bayer Sager doesn’t paint food, she paints how we look at and see food,” writes 
art critic Peter Frank. “[She] is, if anything, more invested in the sensuality of the paint 
than in the sensuality of the subject matter. The paint itself is rich, thick, tactile, the 
surfaces often glazed. If the goodies she depicts inspire nostalgia for gustatory 
indulgence, the rich feel of the paint awakens a deeper, more directly and intensely felt 
sensation.”   !
Bayer Sager explains, “I continue to paint subjects, mostly foods, and candies, that blur 
the lines between abstraction and photorealism. To me, my most successful paintings 
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Carole Bayer Sager, Torn, 2014, oil on 
linen, 48” x 48”
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are the ones that close up, appear to be about paint and texture, and as you back up 
from them, a photographic image abstracted, comes into focus.” !
As a fine artist, “Carole has firmly established her voice in the language of paint,” says 
William Turner. “She draws upon the universal aspects of our culture, and her love of the 
visual world is very clear. These macro and micro views of seemingly everyday subjects 
are rich with memory and associations. Her talent for visual expression is exceptional in 
its depth and facility.”  !
Bayer Sager, one of the world’s most iconic Grammy-winning pop songwriters, began 
painting in 2006.  At first she sketched and painted watercolors of famous friends.  This 
visual mode of expression soon became a full-time passion. Portraits and abstracts by 
Bayer Sager are in the collections of Steven and Ann Martin, Lynda and Stewart Resnick, 
Nicole Kidman and Keith Urban, Elton John, and David Geffen.  !
Says friend and painter Eric Fischl, “Having taught painting, I know how rare it is for 
someone just beginning to be able to control the luminosity of flesh. Carole is one of 
those rare exceptions: a natural talent.” ! !
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